Group pricing for School Fine Motor Assessment (SFMA) and School
Keyboarding Assessment (SKA) Digital Memberships, Hard Copies, and Webinar.
Group discounts for digital memberships: Each therapist will receive their own unique
log-in and password. Memberships are one per therapist/email. Only one therapist is able to
log in with each membership.
SFMA Only Individual digital memberships:
4-9 therapists 25% savings or a cost of $101.25 per therapist
10-19 therapists 35% savings or a cost of $87.75 per therapist.
20 and up 45% savings or a cost of $74.25 per therapist
SFMA and SKA Combined digital membership
4-9 therapists 25% savings or a cost of $127.50 per therapist
10-19 therapists 35% savings or a cost of $110.5 per therapist
20 and up 45% savings or a cost of $93.50 per therapist

Group discounts for hardcopies:
Groups of 4 or more therapists: 20% discount on hard copies of either tool.

Our currently discounted hardcopy and membership combos:
SFMA only hard copy and digital membership: $185 for each therapist
SFMA and SKA hard copy and digital membership: $215 for each therapist
Please contact Marie@schoodles.com for written quotes.
Terms:

We will email your invoice when we receive your P.O and process the order. We will also send a paper invoice.
Please include the email addresses of therapists on your P.O.
If memberships are purchased with a credit card, we will set up the memberships once we receive the email
addresses and names of each therapist. The email addresses can be included in the notes section of the Pay Pal
order.

Terms continued:

Memberships never expire and include all subsequent updates. No further purchases are needed. Memberships
can be paused, held in reserve or transferred if there are resignations, new hires etc. Your school district owns the
number of memberships you purchase. Please alert us when you need to make a change. We are happy to help!
Shipping for hardcopies is based on weight. We can give you an estimate on shipping when we know the number of
books.
Email Marie@schoodles.com for a written quote for your district.

Webinar:
Sensational Brain is working with us to offer a discount of 25% to groups of 4 or more
therapists for our webinar, ‘The Art of Fine Motor Assessment’.
Webinars can be purchased individually with a 25% off code we provide on the Sensational
Brain website www.sensationalbrain.com with a credit card, or you can add the webinar to
your purchase order at 25% off the full price of $60 for each therapist wanting access. We’ll
work with Sensational Brain to set it up for you. An email and a free access code will be sent to
your therapists.

